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Abstract: In this paper, triple-band planar monopole Microstrip Antenna intended for different applications like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Wireless LAN (2.4 GHz), LTE 2500 band, WiMax (3.5 GHz), and a piece of C-band applications. The reception apparatus has been intended to work at different recurrence groups, for example, 2.25 – 2.5 GHz, 3.32 – 3.97 GHz, and 5.90 – 8.67 GHz individually. The proposed receiving antenna comprises of a planar monopole reception apparatus imprinted on RT/duroid 5880 substrate (through a general permittivity of 2.2 and loss tangent of 0.0009) and the base side printed with a truncated ground. The planar monopole reception apparatus has been viably structured and reproduced by utilizing Ansys-HFSS design tool. The component of the proposed receiving antenna is 40 × 28.4 × 1.575 mm³. The renacted outcome shows return loss, voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), radiation pattern, and gain of the Antenna. Also, the truncated ground plane structure is straightforward, vigorous and possesses little space, building it appropriate for different applications.

Index Terms: Microstrip monopole antenna, impedance transfer speed, return misfortune, VSWR and radiation design.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the ebb and flow remote correspondence framework, innovative work endeavors have gone for improving reception apparatus execution with the little size. Microstrip strip antenna assumes a crucial job in the remote correspondence. Microstrip receiving wires have a higher, approaching potential towards Circularly Polarized (CP) reception apparatuses that has various alluring highlights like the position of safety, weightless, comparability to an assortment of mounting structures and similarity with the printed circuit innovation. The CP microstrip reception apparatus can get directly captivated waves that have an enemy of blurring highlight to improve the remote correspondence framework limit [1]. CP reception apparatuses can diminish the polarization crisscross between the transmitting and accepting, receiving wires of the framework and the multipath impedance likewise has been decreased. It is smarter to pick CP receiving wires for Wireless LAN/Wi-Fi applications as opposed to straightforwardly spillbound (LP) reception apparatuses[2]. In the Current situation, a data transfer capacity improvement is likewise ending up increasingly, however, it is hard to grow the limit of remote correspondence frameworks. CP multiband planar radio antennas are relied upon to be the promising space that underpins different remote correspondence applications.

The CP Microstrip antenna encouraging has classified as single-bolstered or double sustained. The single-feed receiving antenna does not require any outside polarizer. The connection between the ideal feed area and recurrence of the CP wave has tested, and results have been discussed in [3]. Planar monopole reception antennas for multi-band radio terminals are planned with strong metal transmitting components to uncover wide data transmission [4]. The single-feed configuration gives better arrangements yet and displays a constrained Axial Ratio (AR) data transfer capacity [5]. CP radio wires are planned with a Microstrip feed line to an annular-ring opening receiving wire at two reasonably chosen positions to coordinate the impedance [6]. Single layer, double band CP Microstrip receiving antenna with a restricted AR transmission capacity has been exhibited. The diminished edge reception antenna uncovers the best pivotal proportion, and yet, it has decreased AR data transfer capacity further [7,8].

Independently encouraged wide band circularly enraprured opening reception antenna have detailed that the addition is just 3.5 dB. In addition, the fixed radio antennas with printed opening are utilized in applications that require more data transfer capacity [9]. The disadvantages of CP antennas are its massive size and tight data transmission. In this paper, the proposed receiving antenna of planar monopole with the truncated ground plane for wireless application has been examined, and the outcomes have been exhibited in the accompanying segments [10]. The proposed reception apparatus fulfills the accompanying operational groups: 2.4 GHz Bluetooth (2.402-2.480 GHz determined by the IEEE 802.11 standard), 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi/WLAN (2.4-2.484 GHz characterized by IEEE 802.11b/g guidelines), LTE 2500 band, 3.5 WiMAX (3.4-3.69 GHz indicated by IEEE 802.11a models) and a piece of C band. Copper strips accomplish Triple-band activity of the proposed radio antenna.
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II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The geometry of the proposed planar monopole antenna is as appeared in Fig. 1. The radiator is imprinted on the top surface of the RT/duroid 5880 substrate with the thickness of 1.575 mm, and the base surface printed with the truncated ground plane. The fundamental motivations to pick this substrate material are isotropic, uniform electrical properties over recurrence, uniform electrical property over frequency, and low dampness assimilation. The dielectric consistent ($\varepsilon_r$) and scattering factor ($\tan \delta$) of the substrate are 2.2 and 0.0009. The thickness of the copper track on both the surface is 0.035mm. The component of the substrate (L×W) is 40×28.4 mm$^2$. Table I demonstrates the geometrical parameters of the proposed antenna. High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) is utilized to plan the proposed receiving antenna. The planar monopole antenna is sustained by means of a 50 ohm quarter-wave line Microstrip feed with width $W_f = 4.8$ mm is determined by utilizing equation (1). The width of the feed is utilized to accomplish the impedance coordinating over the whole frequency extend. The left-side top edge strip creates reverberation at the lower band, while the right-side pieces of the Microstrip feed produce reverberation in the upper-band. It is a record of the width of the strips. The truncated ground is utilized to lessen the proliferation of surface waves delivered by the Microstrip transmission line.

$$Z_0 = \frac{120\pi}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}} \frac{W}{h} + 1.393 + 0.677 \ln \left( \frac{W}{h} + 1.444 \right)}$$

$$\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1.0}{2} + \frac{\varepsilon_r - 1.0}{2} \left[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{12h}{w}}} \right]$$

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Return Loss and VSWR

The reproduced return loss of the proposed reception apparatus is appeared as shown in the Fig. 2. It is found from the Fig. 2, that the receiving antenna resonates in the triple band, for example, 2.25 – 2.50 GHz, 3.32 – 3.97 GHz, and 5.90 GHz – 8.67 GHz. The 10-dB impedance data transfer capacity and a partial transmission capacity of the Microstrip antenna are given by

$$\text{Bandwidth} = \frac{f_h - f_L}{f_c}$$

$$\% \text{Bandwidth} = \frac{f_h - f_L}{f_c} \times 100$$
Utilizing equation (2), the data transfer capacity of the lower band is 0.105 GHz, while the transmission capacity of the center band and the upper band are 0.178 GHz, 0.380 GHz. These bands are covering the Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Wireless LAN (2.4 GHz), LTE 2500 band, WiMax, and a piece of the C-band Systems. The Fractional data transmission of the comparison groups is 10.5%, 17.8%, and 38% by utilizing equation (3). The Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) plot of the proposed truncated antenna is appeared as in the Fig.3. VSWR equivalents of two gives a return loss of roughly equivalents to -10dB and it is set as far as possible for a coordinated receiving antenna. The Quality (Q) Factor is a proportion of recurrence selectivity. Q factor of the antenna is determined as \( Q = \frac{f_0}{\text{Bandwidth}} \).

**B. Radiation Patterns**

Fig.4 demonstrates the recreated radiation pattern of the proposed receiving antenna at 2.4 GHz, 3.5 GHz, and 6.26 GHz in the E-plane (xz-plane) and H-plane (yz-plane) individually. From the figure, the proposed antenna displays the bi-directional pattern in the E-plane and omnidirectional pattern in the H-plane over the whole recurrence groups.

**C. Gain and Efficiency**

Fig.5 demonstrates the simulated peak gain of the proposed antenna over the ideal band of frequencies. The peak gains are 7.63 dB to 9.80 dB, and 4.51 dB to 3.57 dB for the lower band and center band frequencies of 2.25 – 2.50 GHz, and 3.32 – 3.97 GHz separately. The different parameters of the proposed antenna are condensed in Table 2.
VI. CONCLUSION

An epic planar monopole antenna with the truncated ground for triple-band activity is displayed. The proposed antenna comprises of different widths of strips that empower various resonant groups. Recreated results demonstrate that the ideal working bandwidth, radiation pattern, and peak gain for Bluetooth, Wi-fi (2.4 GHz), WLAN (2.4 GHz), LTE 2500 band, and WiMax (3.5 GHz) applications that can be accomplished. The proposed antenna can be the best suited for different wireless applications because of its basic structure, great radiation pattern and peak gain that increase over the frequencies.
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